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Overview
• Use cases for energy storage
• Storage market trends
• State policy trends and examples

Energy storage is flexibility
Supplying the precise amount of electricity exactly when and
where you need it

Optimize the electric grid & enable system transformation
1.

Efficiency // save households & businesses money

2.

Resilience // make service more disruption-proof

3.

Adaptability // integrate diverse, changing resource mix

Role of Storage in a 100% Clean
Power System
•

Avoiding fuel-based power plants & related infrastructure
−

•
•

Integrating higher levels of renewables
−
−

Storage already enabling DERs in CA, AZ, HI, NY

Facilitate electrification of other sectors
−

•

Ramping & other fast-balancing; curtailment avoidance to increase GHG reductions
Can help integrate nuclear & renewables

Enabling more rooftop solar, EVs, and other DERs
−

•

Storage already substituting gas capacity in CA, AZ, HI

Storage key to fast-charging infrastructure, especially heavy duty vehicles, vessels

Making the grid more efficient
−

Increases generating fleet efficiency; reduces line losses as DER; can be utilized for
multiple services; enables right-sized & just-in-time capacity

Avoiding fuel-based power plants &
related infrastructure
AES Alamitos
100 MW / 400 MWh battery

NREL 2019: The Potential for Battery
Energy Storage to Provide Peaking
Capacity in the United States

"We believe now that utility-scale battery storage,
from a technology standpoint, is sufficiently viable to
begin to displace, if you will, what has been virtually
exclusively natural gas as that flexible, ramping,
backstop resource.”
-- Daniel Froetscher, VP of Operations, APS

Enabling more distributed energy
resources & resilience

Facilitating electrification of
transportation
Passenger vehicles

Heavy-duty vehicles

Vessels

Air

Making the grid more efficient

Mechanical Storage
Battery Storage
Thermal Storage
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Use Case Drives Technology Selection

Source: IREC, Charging Ahead: An Energy Storage Guide for Policymakers, April 2017

Deployment: U.S. cumulative energy
storage
Commissioned capacity
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Pumped hydro
Other
● Pumped hydropower storage projects account for about 91% of installed energy storage capacity in the U.S. While pumped hydro will remain
the bulk of energy storage capacity in the U.S., other technologies, mainly lithium-ion batteries, have dominated new build since 2011. Statelevel energy storage targets and utility solicitations generally exclude pumped storage.
● Three new pumped storage projects with a combined capacity of 2.1GW have received licenses in the last few years – Eagle Mountain in

California, Swan Lake in Oregon, and Gordon Butte in Montana. Construction on all could potentially start in 2021. The last large pumped
storage facility was built in 1995.
● As of the end of 2020, all six U.S. jurisdictional wholesale market operators were at least partially compliant with FERC Order 841 (some

operators have extended their compliance timelines to finalize specific components). Issued in February 2018, Order 841 is a landmark rule
that will remove barriers to energy storage and bring a measure of consistency to how these assets participate across organized power
markets. By enabling energy storage systems to obtain compensation for the services they can provide to the wholesale markets, the rule
allows energy storage to compete fairly against other generators. This will create new opportunities for energy storage and encourage
additional storage deployments.
● While lithium-ion holds the majority of the remaining market share, thermal energy storage in the form of ice-based systems is emerging in

North America. 12.5MW of these systems were installed in 2020 with projections showing a potential of 38MW by 2028.
Source: EIA, FERC, BloombergNEF Note: “Other” includes projects where the technology is unknown, which is frequently lithium-ion batteries.
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Grid Battery Projects
EIA 860m Series - March 2021

woodmac.com

Wood Mackenzie P&R/ESA | U.S. energy storage monitor Q2 2021

U.S. market dips in Q1 but still notches third highest MW total for one quarter
After Q3 and Q4 2020 blew past previous records, Q1 2021 is the quiet before the storm
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• In Q1, the US storage market deployed more than 57% less new storage in megawatt
(MW) terms than in Q4 2020. However, Q1 2021 was the third largest quarter on record
in MW terms, and deployments were 2x the total deployed last year in Q1 2020.
• The front-of-the-meter (FTM) market saw several very large projects come online in Q4
2020, leading to the quarter’s spike. More projects on an even larger scale are expected
to come online in the remainder of 2021.
• The residential segment saw another record-setting quarter in Q1. The residential market
was characterized by steady growth until a significant jump in Q4 2020, with momentum
continuing into 2021. Q1’s residential market growth comes as new and existing storage
products are being introduced in new states and as solar sales teams, as the key
interface between customers and storage vendors, become increasingly well-versed in
how to make battery backup resonate with homeowners who are going solar.
• The non-residential segment contracted by 19% from Q4 2020 to Q1 2021.
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U.S. storage market will add 33 GWh annually in 2026
New additions will climb each year, jumping 2.7x between 2021 and 2026

Energy storage deployments by segment (MWh)

U.S. energy storage annual deployment forecast, 2012-2026E (MWh)
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 By 2026, the annual U.S. storage market will grow 2.7x compared to 2021
in MWh terms.
 MWh growth will accelerate faster than MW growth as average discharge
durations increase over time due to greater focus on services such as
capacity.
 The FTM segment will continue to make up the bulk of the market, driven
by massive investment from vertically integrated utilities in regulated
markets and developers taking advantage of wholesale market
opportunities and incentives in key markets.
11,970

 The residential segment will continue its upward trend, adding 1.1 GWh in
2021 and 3.9 GWh 2026, while the non-residential segment’s annual
deployments will reach 2.4 GWh in 2026.
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Trend: Battery storage installed costs
continue to decrease
Bulk-scale 4-hour lithium-ion grid battery installed cost ($/kWh)
Hardware (battery, inverter, etc)
+ Soft costs (EPC, permitting, etc)
Total installed cost

Annual Cost Decline Rates from 2018
Low Cost
Mid Cost
High Cost

2025
-10%
-6%
-1%

2030
-9%
-5%
-1%

2040
-6%
-3%
-1%

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance (2018)
and NREL (2019b) with Brattle analysis.

SOURCE: NREL 2020

Policy Drivers of Energy Storage
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VALUE and
compensate
storage flexibility

Enable storage to COMPETE
in all grid planning and
procurements

Enable storage
ACCESS to grid
and markets

Policies
Deployment targets
Incentive programs
Tariff/rate design
Wholesale market
products
Cost-benefit studies

Policies
Long-term resource planning
Distribution planning
Transmission planning
Renewables/clean energy standards
Wholesale market rules
Resource adequacy rules

Policies
Interconnection
processes
Multiple-use
frameworks
Ownership rules
Codes & standards

Policy driver: ~12 GW in Storage
Targets
Nevada:
1,000 MW x 2030
Oregon:
Min of 10
MWh and
max 1% of
peak load

California:
1,325 MW x 2020

Maine:
300 MW x 2025;
400 MW x 2030
New York:
1,500 MW x 2025;
3,000 MW x 2030

Massachusetts:
200 MWh x 2020;
1,000 MWh x 2025
Connecticut
1,000 MW x 2030
New Jersey:
600 MW x 2021;
2,000 MW x 2030
Virginia:
3,100 MW x 2035

ESA Principles for Energy Storage
Targets
• Principle 1: States should use energy storage targets to establish or
support the market growth of storage. Existing state policy goals should
inform the size, structure, and timeline of storage targets. State storage
targets should correspond to the amount of storage that may be
necessary to achieve established policy goals.
− Shorter-term “learning by doing” targets should be used to jumpstart
storage investments while a state determines what longer-term targets
are appropriate.
− Longer-term targets should be established through analysis that
accounts for all energy storage costs and benefits

ESA Principles for Energy Storage
Targets (Cont.)
• Principle 2: Storage target metrics, review, and accountability
mechanisms should be established in accordance with a state’s overall
policy goals.
− States should establish review structures to ensure the target can be
met
− Longer-term targets should be established through analysis that
accounts for all energy storage costs and benefits
− The target should identify accountable part(ies) (e.g., utility, regulatory
commission) responsible for each of (1) reporting on progress toward
the target and (2) establishing programs to assist in meeting the levels
of deployment set in the target.

ESA Principles for Energy Storage
Targets (Cont.)
• Principle 3: Energy storage targets should aim to deploy a diversity of project
sizes, types, and business models. Diversity should be aimed at developing a
state storage market that provides the widest range of benefits that storage can
provide and permits assessment of various storage applications.
− Energy storage refers to technology that is capable of absorbing energy,
storing that energy for a period of time, and re-delivering that energy after it
has been stored.
o For legislative and regulatory purposes, energy storage only includes
technologies used in an application or system that provides direct or
indirect benefits to the broader electricity system.
− States may opt to modify the above definition to narrow or restrict target
eligibility criteria to align it with a state’s individual reasons for establishing a
storage target

Policy driver: Over $1B in Storage
Incentives
Nevada:
$10MM storage
program
Oregon:
$2MM
solar+storage
program

California:
Self-Generation
Incentive
Program
($800MM)

New York:
Bridge Incentive Program
($280MM) + NY-Sun
program ($40MM)

Vermont:
Green Mountain Power
Bring Your Own Device
Program (5 MW/yr)
Massachusetts:
Clean Peak Standard;
SMART incentive program
for solar+storage
Rhode Island:
$1.5 MM storage
incentive pilot

Arizona:
$1.5 MM APS residential
storage pilot

Maryland:
Onsite storage
tax credit
($3MM)

Current Federal:
Storage paired with
solar eligible for 30%
investment tax credit

Incentives Can “Bridge” the Gap

State Highlight – New York
Energy Storage Target
• 3,000 MW by 2030

Large-scale Procurements
• Storage “adder” in solicitations for large-scale renewables
• Direct procurement as non-wires alternatives
• State Gov’t leading by example

Bridge Incentives
• $350M in upfront incentives
− Large FTM projects to residential
• Incentive level declines with deployment
• “Bridge” the gap between project revenues and costs

State Highlight – Connecticut
SB 952
• Voluntary 1000 MW Goal
• 3-yr interim targets
• State agencies initiate programs and report on progress

PURA Customer Storage Program
• 580 MW by 2030 of customer-sited storage
• Declining blocks upfront incentive
− Must be set up to automatically discharge during peak
− Paid as $/kWh installed capacity
• Compensation program
− Paid for response to a specific event
− $/average kW discharged

Energy Storage Bills in 2021
State

Bill

Short Summary

Bill Type

Status

Colorado

S 261

BTM storage eligible for incentives

Incentive

Passed

Texas

SB 415

Authorize 100 MW of utility storage procurement

Regulatory Reform

Passed

Virginia

HB 2248

Permitting reform

Regulatory Reform

Passed

Connecticut

SB 952

1 GW Target

Target

Passed

Maine

LD 528

400 MW Target

Target

Passed

Colorado

S 20

Do assessments in the same way as renewables

Tax Reform

Passed

Nevada

SB 448

Tax abatement for FTM hybrids

Tax Reform

Passed

South Carolina

H 3354

Residential storage sales tax exemption

Tax Reform

Passed

Indiana

SB 383

Sales tax exemption

Tax Reform

Passed

Virginia

SB 1201/HB 2006 Property tax exemption/revenue share

Tax Reform

Passed

Virginia

HB 2201/SB 1207 Local benefits agreements

Tax Reform

Passed

Arizona

HB 2153

Tax Reform

Passed

Tax exemption on storage

Energy Storage Bills for Your State
•

Energy Storage Target

•

Utility Planning Reform

•

Establish Incentive and Compensation Programs

•

Energy Storage Tax Reform

− Needs mechanisms to achieve, accountable party
− Require consideration of non-wires alternatives
− Require distribution system planning
− Incentives must be solved to cover gaps
− Compensation programs can reduce size of incentive needed
− Direct utility commission to establish program to achieve objectives
− Balance local government and developer needs
− Consider aligning with tax treatment for renewables

Thank you
Julian Boggs, State Policy Director
j.boggs@energystorage.org
202.318.5340

Parking Lot

https://irecusa.org/resources/cha
rging-ahead-energy-storageguide-for-policymakers/

APR L 2017

Power, energy, & duration in storage
MWh of energy
=
MW of power

For example, a storage resource described as a 10
MW / 40 MWh unit can sustain its maximum (rated)
power of 10 MW for 4 hours.
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hours of duration

Should we co-locate storage with
renewables?
• Not necessary for storage RE integration benefits
•
•

RE without storage serves load; RE with added storage now serves storage, load served by
marginal unit elsewhere on grid
Central grid operator can create same coordinated functions of co-located systems

• Co-location can be useful for other reasons
•
•
•
•
•

Access to 30% investment tax credit for solar+storage
Lower project costs by sharing power control hardware, avoiding duplicative permitting &
interconnection
Avoid curtailment from local network congestion
Rational response to given rate design (if BTM)
Resilience for onsite power

• So what’s right?
•

As long as grid mix continues getting cleaner, storage will contribute to GHG reductions
regardless of whether or not it is co-located
• Focus co-location on curtailment avoidance (i.e., NWA)
• Maximizes GHG and RE benefit
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CAISO and the non-ISO west have dominate fraction of all
proposed solar plants in hybrid configuration

As of end of 2020

◻

Solar hybridization relative to total
amount of solar in each queue is
highest in CAISO (89%) and nonISO West (69%)

◻

Wind hybridization relative to total
amount of wind in each queue is
highest in CAISO (37%), and
significantly less in all other regions

◻

Battery development is dominated
by hybrids only in CAISO (where
data is available)
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